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INSCRIPTIONS FROM LOCRIS 

ON THE occasion of a topographical journey through East and 
West Locris in the summer of 1914, it was my fortune to discover 
some new inscriptions and to make a few additions and correc- 
tions in the case of others that had already been published. It 
will be convenient to take up both classes according to the order 
in which the different towns were visited, listing the new inscrip- 
tions first. I hope soon to present a discussion of certain topo- 
graphical questions connected with the region visited.' 

1. Upper Larymna. Fragment of an inscribed 
brick found by myself in the stream bed, the 
Revma of Larmaes, at the point where the stream 
begins in a number of copious springs. This is 
below the northwest corner of the ancient village, 
and just above the bridge of the railway which 
leads up to the iron and nickel mines of Neo 
Kokkino. Dimensions, top 8 cm., bottom 3 cm., 
length 11.5 cm., thickness 4 cm. Color bright red. 
Letters 2.2 cm. in height. 

D 

BaXe(?)[.... 
* 

There may possibly have been a letter before L2 in line 2, but 
I do not think so. The fourth letter in the first line cannot be 
beta because of the apex at the top, for the beta in the inscription 
has nothing of the sort. It might be an iota or a gamma, although 
personal names with these combinations of letters are extremely 
rare. It is much more likely to be an epsilon, and the whole 
name was probably BaXiptos, BaXeptav6o, or BaXeWrZo0S, pre- 
sumably the first. Greek personal names beginning with the 
syllable BaX are most uncommon, and there can be hardly any 
doubt that we have here a Latin name of the form suggested 
above. The fact that Upper Larymna was a Roman settlement 

II wish to express my thanks to Mr. D. M. Robinson, and to my colleagues, 
Messrs. Moss and Pease, for looking over my notes upon these inscriptions. 
Acknowledgment of specific suggestions will appear in the appropriate con- 
nection. 
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XIX (1915) No. 3. 320 
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(Strabo IX, 2, 18 [406C]) makes this suggestion even more 
plausible. Mr. Robinson calls my attention to BaXiptos, C.I.G. 
3439. Compare also BaXEplov, Kern, Insch. v. Magn. 119. 
A number of examples appear of course in I.G. XIV, along with 
two of BaXevTretvO,-a. For BaXeptav's compare Kern, op. cit. 122a 
and 122b. For the literature on Greek inscribed bricks see P. 
Paris, Elatee, la ville, le temple d'Athina Cranaia, pp. 110 ff. and 
318, and the long supplementary list in B.C.H. XXVI (1902), 
pp. 336 f. 

2. Lower Larymna. A stele of white marble; in the doorway 
of a private house. In the aetoma is merely a rosette. 

ElTIITH 
rosette rosette 

ETTII iTHE IN 

TErLKra7LS 
In line 1 the last three letters are merely scratched, not chiselled. 
The stone cutter seems to have made a mistake in starting the 
name where it ordinarily appears and to have entered the correct 
copy below the rosettes; or else, as Mr. Moss suggests, the change 
was necessitated by the faulty alignment of the first letters. 

3. Lower Larymna. A stele of white marble with aetoma; 
on the floor of a rear room in a private house. No rosettes. 

TATYPA 

a•rvpa 
4. Lower Larymna. A stele of white marble with aetoma 

(broken); in the wall of a private house. 

1IMHNQN 

For the extremely rare name compare the Delphic inscription 
S.G.D.I. 2569, 14, where Baunack read ['I]ka,.vwv TLpoK'Movs 

Or7Patos although the first letter is wholly effaced and of the 
second only the top bar is preserved. The appearance of this 
distinctively Theban name in Larymna supports the statements 
in Strabo (cited above) and elsewhere, that this city belonged 
for some time (probably from the third century B.C. onwards) 
to Boeotia. 

5. Lower Larymna. A stele of white marble with aetoma 
enclosing a simple circle; in the window of a private house. 

nfAP 0 
rosette rosette 

hIapc. 
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This is probably the Locrian form of Htbpc, a name of obscure 
etymology. II'pcwv is well attested, but there is no indication 
that a final letter has been lost. 

6. Martino. A stele of white marble with aetoma; in a private 
house. 

rAPOC NA 

HapOEPa 
7. Martino. A large stele of white marble ending in an acan- 

thus; in the east wall of a new mill southeast of Martino at the 
foot of the hill near the village well. 

CIAOAEfIlOTE XAIPE 
rosette rosette 

PJLXoSo'arorE 
xatpE 

8. Martino. A stele of white marble with aetoma; a little 
less than a half-mile east of the village in the ruins of the chapel of 
Hagios Demetrios thrown down by the earthquake of 1894. 

a ANAPOKAH 
XPH2TEXAIPE 

rosette rosette 

b CCOCA NAPA 
XPHCT("' 

a •'AvpOKXj I 
XP•prTE 

XaZpe 

b Z2cjavepa Xpnu rE [xaZPE 

The small stroke at the right of the last letter in b may possibly 
be part of the X of XaZpe. The closer spacing would be due to 
the insufficient room left for the word. Judging from the forms 
of the letters it would seem that b was cut at a much later date 
than a, the incorrect form XP7a74r pointing likewise to the same 
conclusion. 

9. Martino. A small stele of white marble; in the same place 
as the preceding. 

OAY-lION 
OabVItoV 

For the rare name compare S.G.D.I. 1717. The shape of the 
iota is peculiar; I know of no other example. 

10. Malesina. A large stele of white marble, 1.6 m. high; 
in a private house. The churlish proprietors allowed me only a 
few minutes in which to examine the stone, so that it was impos- 
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sible to give it a proper cleaning or even to make a revision of 
the first reading. The kind efforts of Mr. Pappadakis, the Ephor 
at Thebes, to secure for me a squeeze were likewise unavailing, 
as neither the village priest nor the schoolmaster was allowed to 
have access to the stone. Mindful of the fate which sometimes. 
befalls an inscription under such circumstances I have somewhat 
reluctantly ventured to publish my copy, imperfect though 
it probably is at some points. 

A F A O H IT Y X H I 

APXONTOl TEYPO 

;Y NOY)FY M N A IA PXoY N 

TOZA ETIMOKPATOYTOY N I 

5 KAPXOYANTIFYM N A I APXoY fo 

IQIAOY)ANEFPAY'ANNIKAPXo2 

KA I B I ITOY2TOY1TATPO: E F-BoY: 

1TKOYITIO2 N...TQNfIAIlTIQN) 
HPAKAITO ... EYXA P TO AAKI MOY 

10 AAPATOzKAAAOTOIAFAG H M 
ETO1TAOIA/MII ON H2; I M O2;A2;KAHTAYTIN EYTYXOY 

AY KOM HA H2AQ POA 12; IoY N I K OTEA H2;) 
? EOKAYQ2;2TIQN O2A PTEMQN KAAA IT1TOY 
HPAKAA IQT1TYPOY AYKOL ITTYPOY 

15 
TTPIAIIQNTAPAMONOYNIKHTH'ITAPAMONOY ITQI MO TT I POYIQ A 2ZQONO 
E1TA4POAITOI IQTTYPoY1TAIMONO2A IONYLIOY 

API2ONK OLA ION2:IoY1TAPMON O EYBOTOY 

KABPIXOL: IQTIYPoY AAQNOZEPMOFENoY 

20 Q I K PAT 
HT•oTFI 

HTHAPMON O:I1TTYPoY 

SI KOBOYAOFTA 
PAM NY1YN9OPOIlIIQNO1 

APK11210:2) 1I1KE PQ•;QTIPIAOY ??,? 
AYKO2; M APKOY ONH21VOPO2AZ KAHT1AoY 
KEPKQNC1AEOY 

NKOMHAH2 ETTA9PA 
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25 
AAYTTO,2 NK?QNO2, MAPKOZ ETTA PA AIBANOYTiTHPETH2 

Q.;Q 
N APIZTAFOPoYAAMQNIIrTYPoY 

AYAO 

@,AYZToY 
1TAPAMONOL EPMEA 

TOI2TEnTPOFEFPA MM E NOZ EH BOIL 

30 NEIKAPXO2 KAI NQAQPEA2XAPIN 
ANAWAIPETOY KATEFPAYANNQPION 
TOAEFOM ENONGOPA KIAAZKAOQz 
HN HTTEPIEXEI 

'A ' a 0 7 7 r X 7 L 

"ApXOpros <r> Ebqpo- 

abvov ) ,yvlvacaapxovv- 
ros 8E TLIoKpdroVs 7ro0 Nt- 

5 Kapxov, &PratyvlpaatapxouPros 

ZwiXov ) , & aypa'av NiKapxos 

Kal Btw(v) robS Trov rarpos 4n pE ovs. 

If KovL(vr)tor [rEI'lr(?), 
4LXLO-TcWY 

), 
'HpaKXLTroS 2 [ o v](?), Ei~xaptoros 'AXKICOU, 

10 "Aepauros KaXXbro(v) (?),'AyaOlE(p)os llap44twov, 

'Oz'aoyUos 'AUKX (7rta() S0o)v , 2IO7WV Eirrbxov, 

AvKO/l s5rlr 'AqpoSt'iov, NLKOT'Xrql ), 

OEOKXM^(?) Wro0oVos, 'AprEWvov KaXXL•rrov, 
'HpaKXa~ Zw7rbpov, MAKOS ZwOrbpov, 

15 IIpt(O)lcov(?) HIapabvov, 
NLK?77rrll IIapa6yVov, 

Zjcatpos Znripov, Zwoaas ao7voos, 

'Eraqp6bt.ros 
Zwcrbpov, II &(p) povos Atovvolov, 

'Apt (7)6 tKos AStov(v) alov, IIappovos E36@rov, 

K&aptxos Zcnrbpov, Aa&vos 'EpuoyEyov, 
20 ZOWLKparl S IIorkX(ov), II puoVos Zor7K'pov, 

NLK6/ovXos Ilap4,up(o)v, Z2bGopos 'IaTopos, 
"ApKtaaOS ), 

NLK~pPWS 2r07piov, 

AbrKO MMprKOv, 'Ovprl2aopos 'AKX-7rl'bov, 

KipKwV dLtX U, NLKO/nysre 'Ewragpa, 
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25 "AXviros NLKWVOS, 

MapKos 'Eraqpa, Aiavo ros 
'Tr•7p77s, 

&Oacwv 'Apluraybpov, Adauwov Zc'rbpov, 
A3Xos D(a)barov (?), Ilap'ijovos 'Ep pa. 

rots - e r'po'yEypac/i/vots lp•3ots 

30 NELKapXos Kal (BL)0(v) 8•opEs Xaptv 

ava•a•pbov Karypa-yp•av NWpt(K)OV(?) 
r6(?) XEY6/.EvOP OWpaK1aaS KCOdos 

t1 
T. 

7VArEptLX tL. 

All the letters are apicated, and of three different sizes, those 
of lines 2-7 being intermediate between those of line 1 and the 
body of the inscription. Theta in the first line has the conven- 
tional ornamented bar, elsewhere a simple cross stroke. Omicron 
is frequently smaller, sometimes markedly so, than the other 
letters, especially in the combination ov; e. g., 11. 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 
12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 27, 28. Upsilon is frequently higher 
than other letters, e. g., end of line 7, middle of lines 11 and 12, 
end of line 15, and again in lines 17-23. Phi and psi are higher 
than other letters throughout, except in line 2. The right hand 
stroke of nu is sometimes higher than the line, although not in 
ligature, e. g., the first letter in line 21 and the tenth in line 22. 
The ligatures are reproduced with tolerable accuracy in the 
majuscule copy. Sigma has the top and bottom strokes hori- 
zontal and parallel. 

It has been necessary to introduce a number of emendations 
in the proper nouns in order to secure satisfactory forms. This 
may be due in part to the unfavorable conditions under which 
the, copy was made, but not entirely. There are not wanting 
evidences of irregularity and error in the stonecutter's own work. 
Thus in 1. 2 the ligature of T and E is clearly a mistake, the E 
being a correction of a false T; 1. 4, NIKaPXOS, but 1. 30, NELKaPXos, 
of the same person (such variations between t and EL are, of course, 
common in late inscriptions, cf. DELXoKparTEa No. 19 below-Mr. 
Robinson calls my attention to the same sort of thing in A.J.A. 
1914, p. 329, 1. 120, NLKOM4XOv and NELK6'aXos); 1. 16, Zwrlpov, but 
14, 17, 19, 20, Zwwrbpov; 1. 16, l2aovos, alongside of 2wrtwvos (13), 
'Iatwvos (21), NiLKWVo (25). These variations are not surprising 
in what is obviously an inscription of Roman times, when itacism 
was rife. 
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Another noteworthy feature of the writing is the singularly 
large number of omissions of short (generally unaccented) vowels 
in the medial syllables of the proper nouns. To emend them all 
would, I feel, be to alter without warrant the peculiar character 
of a late linguistic document. The ordinary name 

Hapdpcovoo 
appears three times (15 bis, and 28), but HAIppoos appears also 
three times (17, 18, 20), and HIapad6ov twice (10, 21). To get 
consistency here one would have to emend five or six out of a 
total of eight examples, which would be preposterous. And if 
these forms may stand, then one should not emend 'ATKXnrlriov 
or Ka3ptLxo or the others, however strange these forms may 
appear. In the case of Hapa'yovos it seems very likely that the 
actual pronunciation of the nominative was IIHdpovos (three 
out of four instances appearing in that form), while the genitive 
was probably pronounced Hapapwov, the variations, as usu- 
ally, indicating actual usage, the regularities being due to the 
mere force of custom. For the literature on the dropping out 
of a short vowel in inscriptions and papyri, cf. Mayser, Gramm. d. 
griech. Pap., pp. 146 ff. 

The key to the meaning of the somewhat perplexing introduc- 
tion lies in the new word 

avru•yv~waotapxoivros. 
Its only natural 

meaning is "succeed in the office of gymnasiarch," as ir) is 
used with both noun and verb for the relation of under-gym- 
nasiarch. On this understanding, Timocrates, leaving the office 
vacant before the expiration of his term (we have no means of 
telling how long it was in Locris), was succeeded by Zoilus. As 
for Nicarchus and Bion, they are not ephebi, nor do they hold 
any office, so that they seem to be acting in a private capacity, 
performing a duty or a service which might have been expected 
to belong elsewhere. Where that was, is not far to seek; the 
name of the gymnasiarch's father was Nicarchus also, and, on 
the principle of the alternating name, as Mr. Pease first suggested 
to me, it seems quite clear that Nicarchus and Bion are sons of 
Timocrates and grandsons of the first Nicarchus. In that case 
they are performing quite naturally a service for their father. 
The phrase rob s ro0 rarp6s • •povs (7) must accordingly mean 
"their father's ephebi," i.e., those who were trained in part 
under his supervision. I was at one time inclined to take the 
phrase in the sense "each ephebus with his father's name" (cf. the 
ephebic inscription Dittenberger, Syll.2 463, 120, roi"voya fir 

7rarp6s.... ovoyalivovre), as all the names for which this desig- 
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nation is appropriate are so given (see below), but apart 
from the doubt as to the possibility that the Greek could mean 
that, the interpretation given above is more plausible. Mr. 
Robinson's tentative suggestion that the words might mean "the 
fellow ephebi of their father," is unlikely if the father in question 
was the gymnasiarch; if he was not the gymnasiarch, then he 
remains nameless, a singular circumstance supposing the inscrip- 
tion to be partly at least in his honor, while there seems no point 
in so carefully dating it if it were to refer back a generation, or 
indeed in erecting it at all after such a lapse of time. On the 
other hand it is natural to suppose that Timocrates died in office, 
and as neither the ephebi nor the state would be very likely to 
honor with inscriptional record a man who had died prematurely, 
while another was actually performing his regular duties, the 
two sons of Timocrates, pietatis causa, took upon themselves the 
erection of the record. This seems the most natural explanation 
of what are obviously unique conditions in ephebic inscriptions. 
That ephebi might be listed as "of a certain gymnasiarch" (robs 
70o irarp6's '0ovs) is clear from such an inscription as that at 
Teos (LeBas, III, 1558) ot ~40ot o1 b irb yvwYvao-apxov, and those in 
which that officer is styled yvjvaaaoapxos rcv E407pwv, 

cited by 
Oehler, in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-encyclopddie, VII, 1978. All the 
ephebi have their father's names given,' except the very first one, 
in whose case, with a full Roman name it was perhaps unneces- 
sary, and the second one mentioned in line 26. The young man 

ALfpavos was clearly a freedman, and so had no father legally 
speaking, while the cognomen 

:Trpr•i-rns 
serves to distinguish him 

sufficiently. The same is true of the youth mentioned in the 
codicil. He also was of servile extraction (if the emendation 

1 The symbol ) must stand for the father's name in the genitive case when 
it is identical with that of the son. See Larfeld, Handbuch der griech. Epigr., 
2, p. 535 f. As the examples given by Larfeld here for the use of this particular 
symbol fall between 50 B.c. and 150 A.D., these dates may be accepted 
tentatively as the termini for our inscription. Mr. Fowler suggests that at 
the end of line 8 what I have given as this symbol may be a fragmentary 
omicron, so that the reading should be LXLtorLwvo[j]. This may be correct, 
although I am inclined to believe that the complete Roman name is sufficient. 
See I.G. III, 1091, where practically all have the father's name but Aboi4tos 

A•6boros, Iloj•'r&o' 
KXapos,T(iro7) 

XX(&ovwos) Zvwey6i71os, and 
T(t• 

pLos) KX(acbOLo3) 
MLXoKp&ris; 1095 A where of eight gymnasiarchs all have the father's name 

added except M(apror) KoK(K~'Lo;) BX&aros; and cf. 1091, 1096, 1103 etc., for 
similar conditions. 
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NWpLK6•' 
be correct), and the cognomen OwpaKLbas takes the 

place of ordinary appellation. 
1. 6. a"&ypacav, terminus technicus. 
1. 7. The single upright stroke after 0~ is probably part of the 

letter N. 
1. 8. II is of course for H6I-Xos or HIIobrXos. The reading 

Kovlb(rt)os I owe to Mr. Robinson. 
1. 10. KakXXbrov I cannot parallel, and there may be some 

mistake. If retained I presume it must be explained as a unique 
variation on the stem KaXX- of 

KMXXo•s. 
Or possibly it might be 

a shortened form of KaXX6•rpaTos cited by Mionnet, II, 72, from 
Corcyra. 

1. 10. 
I1apd•t•ov 

which appears also in 1. 21 is clearly a vari- 
ant of Hapctiovos, although I do not find this form elsewhere. 
Compare the introductory note. 

1. 11. The reading 'AUKXnflrLaov I owe to Mr. Robinson, 
who suggests that the oversize upsilon may stand for ov, as, in- 
deed, it appears to do in llapdt6pvov, 1. 21. On the other hand 
there seems to have been space enough in this instance for a small 
omicron, of the kind which appears frequently elsewhere in this 
inscription (compare the introductory note above), that was 
illegible. 

1. 13. Mr. Robinson suggests that OeoKX's may be a short- 
ened form for OE6KXuros, and I am inclined to agree with him. 
If, however, an emendation be thought necessary, EOKX?7S 
or OioKXos should be read, preferably the former, as it is the 
commoner form, and in this period q and v are easily confused. 

1. 15. IIpLaoKlwv would fill the space quite as well, but the 
letter forms are not so similar to the copy. 

IIpw1•4w 
Mr. Rob- 

inson suggests as another possibility, and though the form does 
not seem to appear elsewhere, in view of HIIplv and IIptLvtrls 
it may be correct. 

1. 16. On the forms Zwripov and 26aovop see the introduc- 
tory note. 

1. 17. The form 
II6ptovos, 

appearing also in 11. 18 and 20, 
is obviously a variant of 

HIaptuovos, 
which also occurs 11. 15 bis, 

28, although I do not happen to find this form used elsewhere. 
Compare the introductory note. 

1. 18. Eiporos, although I do not find it elsewhere, is cor- 
rectly formed, and the adjective ePioros is in good usage. Com- 
pare also Eibpboros, 4LX6/oros, etc. Mr. Robinson is inclined to 
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think that omicron is here used for omega, and that the name is 
properly Ebicras. 

1. 19. KaPptLxos is obviously the ordinary Kafpiptos, see intro- 

ductory note. In addition to the examples cited in Pape-Ben- 
seler, Mr. Robinson refers to I.G. II, 975; VII, 2294 and 2589. 
Of these VII, 2294, Kapip(t)XE, is interesting as an example of 
the more usual form of dropping out a short vowel, i.e., in an 
unaccented short syllable when the same vowel appears in a 
neighboring syllable (Kretzschmer's law). 

1. 21. For Hap i.pov see note on 1. 10. 
1. 23. The form 

'AKXrqTr18ov 
appears also I.G.II, 985, E, II, 

57. Mr. Robinson calls my attention to his note on a couple of 
similar examples of t for ta in A.J.A. 1906, p. 429. 

1. 24. The NL in NLKopMi7Ss and in NiKCOvoS, 1. 25, is cut in 
ligature.-For KrpKCw0, which is obviously 

KEpK••P, 
see the 

introductory note. 
KEpKow, 

appears also I.G. IX, 2, 1079 and 
the Exc. de Sent. 257 M (= Eunapius 10, Boissevain). 

1. 26. 'Trqpir's I take as a cognomen on the authority of 
C.I.L. VI, 9745, L. Ciarti Hyperetis. A similar use of a cogno- 
men appears in 1. 32 OwpaKdias. Libanos was obviously 
a freedman (compare, e.g., I.G. IX, 1, 314, oc4pa A~vipov, o0 

0,vv/ia 
Aloapos, -yrvos "Apapa), and thus, being legally without 

right to a father's name, is designated by a cognomen, exactly 
as is Noricus(?) below (1. 31). Mr. Robinson suggests that the whole 
line may be a Roman name, "Marcus Libanus, or Libanius, 
son of Epaphras," also, somewhat doubtfully, taking TIIHPETH2J 
as "a title (?)." This latter word may indeed be a title, as it 
was used for several secular and religious offices in late Greek 
(see Du Cange and Sophocles s. v.), and in a great variety of 
connections in classical times, the bir-qprr-qs of the Amphictyonic 
Hieromnemones especially holding what was clearly an office of 
considerable distinction (see S.G.D.I. 2520, 4 ff.), but I do not 
regard this suggestion as very probable, partly because of the 
foreign name ALda~os, and partly because of the singular position 
in which the father's name would stand to the son's, coming as it 
would after the praenomen instead of the nomen, as is the regular 
Latin usage. 

1. 28. 4A Y TOY can hardly be correct. Perhaps DLXbirov 
(i.e., 

4(ALX•rov, 
with a confusion between L and v) was intended. 

This was my first view, and Mr. Robinson is also inclined to 
regard it as the more probable; however, I should now prefer 
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to accept his alternative suggestion that 4abicrov should be read, 
both because it involves a smaller change, and because the son's 
name, AXos, is also Latin. 

1. 30. (BL)w(v) is a secondary emendation from 1. 7 above. 
The phrase Swpeas x6ptv I do not find elsewhere, but it 
seems to mean "for the sake of a gift," or "by way of a gift," 
i.e. "as a gift." The adjective &va0acprirov serves to indicate 
that this enrollment among the ephebi was a service or a recog- 
nition which could not be called in question or taken away as 
other gifts might be. For the word, compare I.G. VII, 2808, 18, 
EXEL ftvCaltLOl Kal AvaCaLpErov (sC. r7 XwpE~iLvo). The exact relation 
of this codicil to the remainder of the inscription is uncertain. 
I should conjecture that Noricus(?) had been one of the ephebi 
while Timocrates was gymnasiarch, but that Timocrates' suc- 
cessor Zoilus had for some reason stricken his name from the 

list, possibly because of his servile extraction and doubtful status. 
Now as the regular list of those who had been approved and had 

completed the course as ephebi could be only that which Zoilus 

prepared at the end of the period of training, Noricus (?) could not 
be entered at all except in this irregular way. Nicarchus and 

Bion, having no official status, can only have his name added 

unofficially to the legally certified list, but it is probable that in 
so doing they are following a precedent set by their father. The 
unusual and vigorous language of the codicil suggests that the 
act recorded was involved in controversy. 

1. 31. 
NWpLK6• 

may be meant, as a Danubian tribe name, 
although I have hesitated to emend. The name is appropriate for 
a manumitted slave as it would appear from the last line that the 

youth must have been. Mr. Fowler suggests that in this and 
the next line one emend to NC(P3)tov (i.e. Novium) rb[v] 

XEy,6.Leov 
O•paucba(v). 

This is good Greek, even if it does involve a number 
of emendations, and is quite possibly correct, although I have 
not ventured to change my own copy, imperfect as that may 
very well be under the circumstances, for my readings are not en- 

tirely indefensible, however unusual the usages may be. As re- 

gards NW(0) tov, the name though rare (I find no examples of it in 
Greek) is not inappropriate in view of the well-known libertus 
of Horace (Ser. I, 6, 40 f. and Porphyrio), but it is not quite so 

suggestive of servile origin as Noricus, and besides has a false 

quantity in the first syllable. Of course this is no insuperable 
diffiulty, yet o for o, as is well known, is a much rarer error than 
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o for w (see Eckinger, Die Orthographie lateinischer Warter in 
griechischen Inschriften, Miinchen [no date], pp. 51 ff.). Finally 
the nickname OwpaKlbas might possibly be regarded as more 
appropriate for a slave named "Noricus," i.e., a lad from the 
land of sword-steel and heavy fighting. 

1. 32. This is a singular use of r' XEy6/0.Eov in the sense of 
"who is also called," the familiar 6 KaL or 6 KaXoVipeVos, or 
irLKXryV Of papyri and inscriptions, and I find no other instance 

of it, even in the many hundreds of double names which Lambertz 
has collected in Glotta, vols. IV and V. The closest is 6 XEyb~r/os 
(Coloss. IV, 11), but that is a very different thing.' Nevertheless 
the r' XEy6iYevov of classical usage and the r6 'i? 

XEy0y/.E•E 
of modern 

Greek are close enough to make the meaning quite clear. Mr. 
Robinson refers me to his note on the literature of the subject of 
the double name in A.J.A. 1914, p. 67. Mr. Fowler's suggestion, 
r6[v], makes things regular, and may be correct, but it practically 
necessitates another emendation, OwpaKlSav, so I have not ven- 
tured to introduce it in the text. 

1. 32. I do not find O0paKl8as elsewhere, but names from 
pieces of armor are common enough, Kvvias, 04018Los, MaXaPE(bs, 

MaXaLplw,, ZL~Xtvos, 
Ebpvo'aK7S, 

TEXa/.CPV, Caligula, and the like, 
so there can be no objection to it in principle. Besides OGpa? 
occurs occasionally as a personal name, and once at least as a 
cognomen (Lambertz, Glotta, IV, 104), Aopvvos OS Kal Ow8pa? 
(Audollent). Of course one should have had the accusative 
case here, but the anacoluthon is a not unnatural one if r6 XEy6/.EVoV 
in the sense of "as he is commonly known" be retained. Strict 
concord is frequently broken in late Greek, inscriptions, papyri, 
and the N. T. Compare the excellent statements and citation 
of literature in Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, I 
Prolegomena, pp. 59 f. and Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New 
Testament, pp. 413 ff. The particular phrases which introduce 
the second name were prolific sources of grammatical discord, 
e.g., such a combination as Firmiae Philologidi quae et Iuliae 
(C.I.L. VI, 15053) being relatively common. See the by no 
means exhaustive (add VI, 15019, 7468, XIV, 967, etc.) list of 
irregular qui et constructions gathered by Lejay some years ago 
in Rev. de Philol. 1892, pp. 29 f. Compare also the following 

i Xey6'evos or the equivalent is very rare. Besides the example in Coloss. 
just quoted I have found only P. Amh. 129, 11 [.... ] M y (s) XEY6(YEvos) 
Barpax(as); C.I.G. 4710 

'A-roXXv•L'os 
... Xey6 evos 6 ro0 "EpwaoVac AvKOroXEi77rl. 
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from the two articles by Lambertz, cited above: Ao0pivov 8Vv Kai 

ObpaKa, Ao1LpVoV 6iV KCL P rb3vov and several more of the same sort, 
IV, 105; OEobhcpq 6 'Kal EbT'yucs, 120; HIaruvLvt (ace.) 6 t07aLKaXOiVo'Ev 

Kc6&v, V, 111 (pap.). 
1. 33. The cwvt is most likely the deed of sale to a god by 

which the slave was manumitted. I take the phrase as modify- 
ing only the words rb XEy6YEvop OecpaKlbas, meaning that his 
other name, ewpaKtlas, is mentioned in the deed of sale. For 

7repL'xEt,, 
a terminus technicus, used of the contents of a docu- 

ment, compare such an example as Dittenberger, Syll.2 655, 10, 
KaOws at 

rapaKE,/Iuvac e•lTroXalO ab?rJ ' reptexovo-wv, and Wilhelm's 
note, Beitr. z. griech. Inschriftenk., p. 179. The whole sentence, 
then, if interpreted as above, would mean: "In addition to the 
ephebi listed above, Nicarchus and Bion as an inalienable privilege 
enrolled Noricus who is also called Thorakidas according to 
the terms of his manumission edict." 

I could learn nothing of the provenance of the inscription, but 
from the large number of ephebi mentioned it must have come 
from a place of considerable size, possibly Opus itself, which is 
only a few miles away, where (i.e., at Atalante) a number of 
ephebic dedications have been found. 

11. Atalante. Grave relief of white marble representing a 
young man standing erect clad in an himation, with a boy at his 
side; in the school. The schoolmaster was out of town and I 
could find no one who could tell where the relief was found. It is 
probable, however, that this and the next two stones come from 
Atalante itself. Above the relief is cut the inscription. 

ATKO AYTONOMOT 
XAIPE 

Aixos A"ro0bov I XaZpE. 

The letters are all apicated. 
12. Atalante. Statue base of marble, broken off on the right 

side; in the school. This is probably a companion piece to the 
statue the inscription on whose base is published I.G. IX, 1, 
285; the supplements have been made accordingly. 

014IAOFYM NA2;TAI 
AEYKIONAAAIONTAY 

KAIEYEPFE2IA;T 
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ao-4Xoyuwaral [ot pVKPLO'TvES ir'ab~o"D (?) 
AebKOov "AXXkLO T ai[pov TvlV yv/YCaoIapxov apE7Ts 'EVEKEl' 

Kal e epyetlas r[s els E avrobs, 'Epu, 'HpaKXEf. 

1. 1. There is some doubt as to the appropriateness of the 
supplement here, as the exact organization of the 

4~Xo'yvuvao'rat is unknown. They appear in another Locrian inscription, from 
Martino, I.G. VII, 4165. The name is apparently restricted to 
Locris, and represents unquestionably an athletic club of the vol. 
See P. Girard in Daremberg and Saglio, II, 1, 636, and Poland, 
Geschichte des griechischen Vereinswesens (1909), pp. 103 ff., 
especially p. 105. The letters are all apicated. 

13. Atalante. A block of marble, broken off on the right side; 
in a house wall so high above the ground that it was necessary to 
use a ladder in a very inconvenient position in order to make 
the copy. 

FENE I E PATQR N KAIT 
AEY K IOAAA IO2TAYPOE 
KATEiPOITO IEFY M NA I 

E-HEAQPEA N MONO 
ANKAITO ETT IKAMTTIONEK 

-YEVELS (?) EpaorW Kcl 7................. 
Ac-KLOS "AXXLOs Tcatpos [6 oyv/vaolapXos .... 
KaTEpOLS TOts yv/4al[&-ct7als .............. 

S 6s PCop-V/ 6Vo [ .................... 
-av(?)Ka TO 

iEWLKE/-LOV 
K ............... 

The inscription probably recorded a list of services rendered 
by the popular gymnasiarch, Lucius Allius Taurus, for which 
he was to receive some honor. He is mentioned in I.G. IX, 1., 
285, probably in 284, and in No. 12 above. The letters are all 
apicated. 

1. 3. KaTEPOLS I take to be for Kal Iripots without the ordinary 
change to the aspirate. 

1. 4. Or possibly cits. 
1. 5. The 7raLK.LerLO was an angle or corner of a building, 

porch, or walk. It is mentioned in connection with a gymnasium 
in an inscription from Eretria, A.J.A. 1896, pp. 173 ff., 1. 35; com- 
pare the passages cited in the note by the editors. Dittenberger, 
Syll.2, 935, also publishes the inscription, but without adding 
anything of consequence on this word. 

7 
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14. Kalapodi (Cleonae). A large block of dark limestone, 
whose original function is not clear; in a small roadside chapel 
of Hag. Apostoli, about ten minutes east of the town. A passer 
by said he thought the stone had been found between the chapel 
and the town, where some ancient remains are, in fact, to be 
seen. The break on the right side has carried away part of the 
final letter. There are no apices. 

KAE^N E 

KXeovi[wv] or KXeove[?s] 

Topographical questions connected with this inscription I 
expect to discuss in another connexion. 

15. Kalapodi (Cleonae). A marble statue base serving as the 
support of a post in' a wretched hut in the village. The post 
covers the whole inscription except the following letters, all of 
which are apicated: 

OEIOTATON 
OGe6rarov 

16. Kalapodi (Cleonae). A fragment of a stele of white marble 
inscribed on both sides; found in a stable in the village. One 
side (a) has been prepared for an inscription, and the lines and 
letters are regular; the other side (b) is slightly convex and some- 
what rough, the letters are less regular and the lines somewhat 
crowded. Probably inscription (b) was added after (a) had been 
already set up. 

A 

C-fm 

a 

.......~T~aK.. 

.... 7yovra. 

.... caazv fZ - 

5 ... ~lo]ro 3 pl[p- 
[rTb 6 OE6(?)....... . Ebop . 

r.... Tve . 

... X]Xo.. 

0 A 0 
/\ cz?N lo" 

,Pp 

b 

. EW(?) ........... [Ka a r6- 
v] v61•ov 

....... 

'Air6XXco[vt r.... 
ev 

.r[a]p............ 5 TWo . r' ..... 
(pe A....... 

la~y ....,...... 
[[o 

jltpr- 
vpE•............. 
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We have here probably manumission edicts, as may be inferred 
from the mention of a god, b3, from the endings -rw, a5, b5, 
which can hardly be anything but the third person of the impera- 
tive so common in such decrees, and finally from the certain 
restoration 

[/tzpr]vpes, 
b6/7. The word v61uov, b2, also agrees 

well with this interpretation. But the fragment is very small, 
and the length of lines unknown, so that I have not ventured upon 
any thoroughgoing supplements. 

1. 3. Apollo was worshipped at Hyampolis (I.G. IX, 1, 78) 
and had a famous shrine at Abae, while both of these cities are 
very near to Cleonae, which was in fact a dependency (irpoaomrfov) 
of Hyampolis, so that the inscription may possibly belong to one 
or the other of these places. At least one inscription of Abae 
(I.G. IX, 1, 78) has strayed as far as Kalapodi. 

17. Exarchos. A small stele of white marble; in a private 
house on the north side of the town. The letters are apicated. 

API TQ N 

'Aplarwv 

18. Pirza. A small slab of white marble in a tiny ruined 
chapel of Hagios Elias. Pirza is a rough and now wholly deserted 
region at the head of a very rugged gorge about an hour and a 
half southeast of Rigini. 

flAYXoY 
YCAoCCABINoY 

IIabXov I"To-aos (?) Zlaivov. 

19. Hagios loannes. A small stele of white marble; in the 
barn of the solitary inhabitants of the spot. Hagios loannes is 
about an hour and a half southeast of Rentserion on the way from 
Mendenitsa to Drachmani in the valley of the Boagrios. The 
insignificant ruins nearby, where a bit of mcsaic pavement dating 
probably from Roman times is visible, are called Palaiokastro. 

FllIAOKPATEIA 
JEXOtKpaarda 

The itacism is the only note-worthy thing about the name. For 
the stem OtX- spelled eceX- compare Kaibel, Epigr. Gr., p. 289, 6 
where /$EtXos is a new coinage for tXLda, as Kaibel points out. 
The letters are all apicated. 
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NOTES ON SOME PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED LOCRIAN INSCRIPTIONS. 

1. Larymna. In the metrical inscription published by Jard6 
and Laurent (B.C.H. XXVI, 1902, pp. 329 ff.) the lacunae left 
by the editors in verses 15, 16 and 18 may be supplied thus: 

15 &XX'& rbv l~epIraZ Ts pb~Evov e[i0p]oat MobCats 
'rarptt Aapiyva r'yox'[ ApEOK]b/EPVO 

"yipaXC'- io'v rarp' JtXovq ciyUoL rE -trarpl 
'Apxlq [a rarpa r6jXX' [4eW?] 7roq$OL/ivov. 

V. 15. Compare Kaibel, Epigr. Gr., 812, 5, EVi"pot Ovy~U3 Of 
Hermes. The asyndeton is easily allowable, especially in such 
epitheta ornantia, see Kiihner-Gerth, II, 546, 3, sub finem. 

V. 16. For the idea compare Kaibel, op. cit., praef., 474a, 1 
6 rats Moboiats a&poas; and for the middle voice, Herodotus IX, 79, 
2Irap7rtt'ryt APEUK6LEPVOV, also the line above, -rotut raira 

ap&rKovaat, and VI, 128. 
V. 18. Compare I.G. IX, 1, 235 (also from Larymna), where 

the rb6Xts is represented as mourning for the dead young man, 
and Kaibel, op. cit., 271, 21 f., where the rarp? . . 

I. 
roaa laments 

the death of a virtuous woman. For rdrpdi compare Anthol. Pal. 

VIII, 134, 4. 
2. Larymna. The inscription published by L. Bizard (B.C.H. 

XXVII, 1903, pp. 296 ff.) is now built into the wall of the house 
of Georgias Malerdos some ten feet above the ground. It was 

brought from Upper Larymna in 1906. I made a careful copy sup- 
plemented with a photograph. The dimensions are: length, 64 cm., 
breadth, 42 cm. on the left side, and 33 cm. on the right. The figure 
in the centre of the upper portion, which Bizard calls doubt- 

fully a "couronne (?)", is an eagle with head turned to the right 
and outstretched wings, perched upon the bottom of a wreath, 
the left half of which is made of laurel, the right of olive. In 
the upper lefthand corner are crossed palm branches, in the cor- 

responding position to the right a small amphora. Probably an 

attempt was made to represent in this upper band four kinds of 

prizes given at the games in honor of the Ptoan Apollo, palm 
branches, garlands of laurel and of olive, and amphorae (doubt- 
less filled with oil). The combination of laurel and olive in one 
wreath was doubtless to save space. 

The alphas in 'A-yaOit are A not A, and so frequently in 
the inscription, both forms appearing. In line 2 eta is H. The 
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mark of abbreviation over AY P and M AP never extends over the 
P at all, but extends, if anything, to the left of the preceding let- 
ter, e. g., line 12, MAP AYP. The spacing of the lines in the ma- 
juscule copy is inexact; lines 3-6 fill the whole space; 7 is one letter 
short, and a space is left at the end. In line 6 the T in irpon07rEViboro0 
is perfectly clear, and the same is true of the 0 and the N in line 7. 
In line 11 the upper left hand corner of E is visible, and the same 
is true of the top of Q in line 12, of the tops of AT at the end of 
line 13, and of the last six letters of line 14. In Col. B line 1 the 
final N is visible. In line 4 at the end the correct reading is TH 
for 7r[L] not T E. 

3-5. Larymna. (3) I.G. IX, 1, 237. The omega is much 
smaller than the other letters. (4) Jard6, B.C.H. XXVI, 1903, 
No. 23. The sigmas are distinctly larger than the other letters. 
(5) Ibid. No. 27. The omega is made thus: S1 

6 and 7. Martino. (6) I.G. VII, 4165. Alpha is always A 
except in KAI, line 3. In line 2 the stone cutter added the 
T between * and Q by cutting the left side of the omega to a 
straight line and running a cross stroke over to the left from the 
top of the letter. The form in which it is printed does not make 
it clear that a real ligature was formed. The chapel of Hagios 
Georgios is situated in a place called Palaiochori. (7) I.G. VII, 
2841. This stone is now in the chapel of Hagia Panagia. Com- 
pare No. 6 above. 

8. I.G. IX, 1, 242. This inscription is now in Malesina. 
Lolling lists it as from Larymna; there is either an error in his 
entry, or else the stone has been moved. 

9. I.G. IX, 1, 292. The doubt about the proper reading of 
this inscription, i.e., 'Ayao•-vos or 'Ayao-v(c~ came wholly from 
Koerte's incorrect statement (Ath. Mitt. III, p. 313), denying that 
there was room for a sigma at the end of the stone, despite the 
fact that his own facsimile (Ath. Mitt. IV, pl. XIV, 2) gave abun- 
dant room. As a matter of fact there is not only sufficient room 
for the final letter sigma (as Lolling also had observed), but 
traces of it are distinctly visible. It is quite like the other sigma 
in the word only not quite so much inclined. 

10. Kolaka. I.G. IX, 1, 287. In line 1 after 01 the stone 
has AF I- vo . I could see no trace of an omega as Lolling 
reported, while the mu seems perfectly clear. The name must 
then be "Ap4[o]Pos, for which see I.G. IX, 2, 1044 and Quintus 
Smyrnaeus X, 86. In line 2 the stone cutter originally cut TTA, 
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and then tried to change it to TE by extending the top stroke 
of the TT over to the A and adding the cross strokes of the E to 
the right upright stroke of the latter, thus TIAT. 

NOTE. After proof on the foregoing article had been corrected 
and sent in, I was surprised to receive from Miss Hetty Goldman 
a minuscule copy of inscription No. 10 above, which Mr. 

Pappadakis had made on the occasion of a hurried visit to 
Malesina a few weeks ago. With her kind permission I shall 
note the significant variant readings of Mr. Pappadakis, desig- 
nated by the letter P. In general the readings find fewer points 
of irregularity than my copy showed. For example, HIapaz'ovor 
and 

Hapay6,bov 
are read by P. at every occurrence, in line 19 

Kaflypxos, in line 23 
'Ao-KX•7rcgr 

ov, in line 16 Zcwrbpov and Xcxr'vos. 
Possibly Mr. Pappadakis has emended trifling errors as he went 

along, without always troubling to note the same. I observe 
that in line 2 he does not note the false stroke of the E, disre- 

garding it no doubt as an obvious error. In the superscription like- 
wise he writes iota subscript, although it is certainly adscript. 
Line 1, both iotas subscript P. L. 3, no note of the symbol ) 
between the two words. L. 5, Kal c royvaLtapxoDY vros P. (?). L. 6, 
no note of the symbol ) after ZwiXov. L. 7, Bt'ot P. (?). L. 8, 
Kob[p]7tos P. This is closer to my own reading than KovL[ r]tos 
and is certainly correct. L. 8, JtI)AtrL-rWos P. Yet compare the 

places noted above where the symbol ) has not been recorded. 
L. 9, after 'HpLKXLT70S the symbol) = P. (?). L. 10, KaXXtKplrov 

P. (?). L. 10, in 'Aya0i'~/Epos P. confirms my corrected reading. 
L. 10, HapaMy"bov P., and so all other cases of this word. See note 
above. L. 11, P. confirms my correction. L. 13, OEOKXij P. (?). 
L. 15, P. confirms my conjecture 

IIpt•,iwv. 
L. 16, Zwro-bpov P. 

L. 16, Arwovos P. L. 17, Hapadovos P. L. 18, P. confirms both 
of my conjectures, and the form EbfP6rov. L. 19, Kafptoxos P. L. 

20, P. did not see the rho in the first word; confirms my cor- 
rection of the second. L. 22, l2wrnplbov P. (?). L. 23, 'A0KX7lfrt&ov 

P. L. 24, KI8~we P. (?). L. 28, P. confirms 
4Paba'rov. 

L. 28, 
'Epyla P. L. 29, ro~s 

•teypay&,ots 
P. (?). L. 30, Bt& P. (?); 

a confirmation of my conjecture. L. 31, aveypa av P. (?). L. 31, 
Xwplov P. (?). This seems impossible as a personal name. L. 

32, P. confirms my reading rb and OwpaK las. In view of the 
number of places at which my reading differs from that of Mr. 

Pappadakis, it is to be hoped that the stone in question can soon 
be taken away from its present owners, who are quite likely to 
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destroy or permanently injure it, and removed to some place of 
safety, where it can be examined with the care it deserves. 
Miss Goldman writes me that the owners had told her the stone 
was from Halae. Of course such testimony is poor at best, and 
in this case, as Miss Goldman was excavating at Halae, quite 
unreliable. The number of ephebi is quite too large for so small 
a village as Halae, which has no recorded history after the time 
of Sulla (the notice of Pausanias is no evidence that it survived 
in his day). When a great city like Athens could produce only 
a handful of native born ephebi in these days, how should a 
trifling hamlet have had such numbers as appear here? I wish 
to acknowledge my gratitude to Miss Goldman for waiving the 
privilege of publishing this inscription herself, although it was 
shown her as early as 1911. I was solemnly informed by the 
owners that I was the first person ever to lay eyes upon it, and 
should certainly not have taken such pains with it had I sup- 
posed that anyone had prior claims. 

W. A. OLDFATHER. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 
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